Exciting opportunities for Youth: Join us for webinars, workshops, and more in 2021!

NEW SESSIONS ADDED!

Please join us for our upcoming events!
Sessions are open to youth ages 14-20, and educators! All times are EST

Native People and Settler Colonialism: A Story of Land and Maps-Part Two!
February 26th, 4:00-5:00pm, Leventhal Map Center

REGISTER HERE

In this interactive workshop, we will learn the basics of mapmaking and explore maps made by Indigenous and Euro-American cartographers to recognize Native presence and the dispossession of Native lands. In this workshop we will focus specifically on Indigenous cartographers and maps.

Changes in the landscape: a Massachusett Perspective
with Elizabeth Solomon and Joe Bagley
March 3rd. 4:00-5:30pm

REGISTER HERE

Join us to learn about the lasting effects of colonization and climate change on the physical and cultural landscape of what is now called Boston. Elizabeth and Joe will discuss historical and present day Indigenous perspectives on land use, and issues facing our world today such as climate change, COVID, and habitat loss.

Elizabeth Solomon is an enrolled member of the Massachusetts Tribe at Ponkapoag. Elizabeth speaks regularly on local indigenous issues and represents indigenous perspectives on a number of advisory and management boards including those affiliated with the Boston Harbor Islands National Park and the Stone Living Lab. Elizabeth has nearly 30 years of public health experience including positions in research project management and academic affairs at Harvard Chan as well as positions in management and program development in community-based
organizations. She currently works as a Director of Administration at the Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health.

Joe Bagley joined the City Archaeology Program in 2011 as the fourth City Archaeologist since 1983. Bagley curates a growing repository of archaeological collections currently housed at the City Archaeology Laboratory at 201 Rivermoor St. in West Roxbury, acts as the review and compliance agent for below-ground cultural resources in the city, educates the public in archaeology through a number of city programs, manages Rainsford Island, and manages the Archaeology Programs social media platforms. Joe has conducted archaeological surveys from the woods of Maine to the Florida Everglades. He specializes in both Native American and Historical archaeological analysis and the archaeology of Boston.

GATHER film screening
Wednesday, March 10th, 4:00-5:30pm

REGISTER HERE

GATHER is an intimate portrait of the growing movement amongst Native Americans to reclaim their spiritual, political and cultural identities through food sovereignty, while battling the trauma of centuries of genocide. More information on the film [here](#).

This session is open to ALL, regardless of age!
Email Tess at today@emeraldnecklace.org with questions.